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At the same time the Trust Board is encouraged to note that SUA has developed very strong links
with other schools and organisations, both locally, in the Trust and within the West Midlands, as this
outward looking philosophy places the academy at the centre of educational transformation; in line
with current government policy about chains of schools working together to improve the life chances of
all youngsters.
When considering which school can best deliver positive outcomes for its young people, a rich and
stimulating curriculum and the educational and social experiences that your child needs, to follow their
chosen career pathway, I hope that you will consider SUA as a place for your child to study. Whatever
your decision, I would like to wish you good luck with your child’s future studies.

Keith Hollins
CEO Staffordshire University Academies Trust

Sponsor’s Welcome
Staffordshire University Academies Trust’s aspirations are reflected in the culture and ethos of
our academies, in the way in which our communities are built upon sensitivity, tolerance and the
appreciation of difference; at the heart of our work is the education of the young people in our care.
There is a whole Trust ethos based on Rights, Respect and Responsibility.
Our commitment is to raising standards. In each of our academies we are committed to, year on year,
improvements in the outcomes for our young people. In all of our academies the most recent data
demonstrates that the students’ achievement and progress is improving because teaching is carefully
personalised to meet their needs.
We are committed to providing a stimulating, varied and broad education. Our academies offer a wide
range of extra activities as well as good academic standards. We want our students to be genuinely
involved in the life of our academies, participating in decisions, interested in their learning and valuing
the opportunities they have had. We are proud of their achievements, the quality of our teaching and
the pastoral care we provide. We want our young people to leave our academies with ambition, an
appetite for earning and the confidence to encounter the challenges and changes that will inevitably
face them.
We are pleased and proud to be the sponsor of Staffordshire University Academy (SUA). Ofsted, the
Trust Board and, I am confident, the school’s community recognise the significant and sustainable
improvements that continue to be made at SUA. We are proud that SUA is an inclusive community
school making a very positive contribution towards the life chances of the young people of the District.
It is very clear to both the Trust Board and to Ofsted that the academy is led by an outstanding Principal
and her team; we are very confident that SUA will continue to improve, expand and prosper.
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Attendance that is
consistently above
national average
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We expect students to be engaged with the curriculum in a creative and innovative way, but not
forgetting about the core values of education, ensuring they are equipped with skills necessary in
today’s modern world. Over the past few years we have partnered with the Birmingham Repertory
Theatre, Veolia, the FA, Walsall Football Club, the NHS, Lloyds Bank, Aston Villa football academy
and many local businesses who enrich the experiences of our students with once in a lifetime
opportunities. As we move further into our ‘New Era’ we begin a new partnership with Hednesford
Youth and Junior FC, launching ‘Hednesford Sport Education’ for our students. These are exciting
times to join and be part of our Team!
We are delighted to invite you to visit our academy to share with you all of the fabulous
opportunities we have to offer. Come and take a look at SUA to see why our offer should be
considered by your family.

Rowena Hillier
Principal

Principal’s Welcome
Here at Team SUA we make a difference. The culture of our academy ensures that our students achieve
the very best life chances. Standards are high. Our students follow a simple RESPECT code which instils
the right level of focus for the very best learning to occur.
A few years ago we were delighted Ofsted reported, ‘Relationships between pupils and teachers are
respectful…Pupils say they like the school…(pupils) were polite and considerate…Bullying in rare.’ (Nov
2019). We achieved a ‘Good’ grade for Personal Development with our, ‘strong pastoral care’, being
recognised as an important strength for our students. Achieving this recognition should fill all families
with the confidence to consider SUA as the right choice of school for your child. We are really proud of
Team SUA and we are all excited to be a part of it.
We underpin everything on our three academy values ‘Aspire, Believe, Achieve!’ We are innovative in
our approaches to teaching and learning, sourcing ideas from international practices. We believe it is all
working too as Ofsted stated, ‘As a result of effective teaching and students’ commitment to learning,
students are making faster progress’. Our excellent GCSE and A Level results show this to be true; the
hard work of our students is paying off.
Successful learning is about partnership and we work to achieve this through excellent communication
between the academy, parents, governors and the local community.
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Our Values

Senior Leadership Team

At Staffordshire University Academy we are committed to providing the best life chances for all of
our students. Our engaging and challenging curriculum inspires all of our students to Aspire, Believe,
Achieve!

Our Senior Leadership Team has embedded a culture of support
and challenge for all within our academy.

The academy embeds in the character of our students fundamental values of democracy, freedom
and a wider understanding of different faiths and beliefs; celebrating diversity through our unique
CHARACTER programme. Students develop an understanding of the clear link between rights and
responsibilities and know the difference between right and wrong. Students learn to be reflective and
are taught the importance of respect and tolerance of others.

Aspire

Our excellent careers work,
recognised through the
Quality in Careers Mark,
encourages our students
to raise their aspirations
and reach for the top whilst
giving them the support
they require to get there.
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Believe

Excellent pastoral
support, coupled with
high quality teaching
and learning, gives
our students the belief
required in themselves
in order to succeed.

Achieve

A curriculum designed
and implemented to
support our students
in achieving the very
best they are capable
of.

ROWENA HILLIER

MITCH ALLSOPP

Principal

Vice Principal

BERNIE ALLSOPP

RICHARD BARNETT-RICHARDS

SCOTT WILLIAMS

Assistant Principal

Assistant Principal

Assistant Principal
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Why choose SUA?
Staffordshire University Academy is about far more than the fantastic facilities that we have available.
Our unique offer, ranging from our revolutionary curriculum through to our outstanding pastoral care,
ensures our students are given individualised support to realise their potential. We believe in all of
our students’ individual abilities and we will consistently go above and beyond to offer them the best
possible life chances.

Coach/Travel

Uniform

Locker

A heavily subsidised coach
collecting from convenient
locations across Cannock
Chase and offering a safe and
convenient journey time of as
little as 10 minutes.

A free blazer, tie and skirt for all
new students to the academy as
we appreciate that this is often
an expensive time for families.

A free locker provided for every
student to ensure they have
somewhere safe to keep their
belongings throughout the day.

“Leaders have developed
a comprehensive careers
advice programme”
Ofsted
10
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Life Chances

Partnerships

At SUA our mission is for all students to have the best life
chances after spending 7 years with us.

70%

of students from
Year 11 continue
their studies into
SUA6

Students joining us in Year 7 can expect to be supported throughout their journey and have access to
a range of different opportunities to prepare them for their life beyond SUA. Students are supported
throughout the academy to improve through: a range of interventions; strong careers guidance; a range
of educational visits and excellent pastoral care.

Over the past three years we have developed
close links with The Birmingham Repertory
Theatre where KS3 students participate in a series
of workshops hosted at the academy, to perform
and watch others. This culminates in an exciting
day out at the theatre performing and watching
an annual Christmas show as well as having the
opportunity to perform on stage! With our artist
in residence, students get to learn theatrical skills
as well as develop their self-confidence, resilience
and communication skills. This unique and
revolutionary partnership is just one of the ways
we celebrate the arts as part of our curriculum
offer at SUA and has helped contribute to the
success of our amazing annual academy show.

This year we have launched the Hednesford
Sport Education programme. All students have
the opportunity to take part in high quality
coaching sessions and theory based football
classes using the latest technology, all delivered
by UEFA B qualified coaches. Football is used to
improve the students’ knowledge of business,
anatomy, physiology, health, well-being and
science. Through this programme, students
will also arrange district-wide tournaments
and competitions that will provide real-life
opportunities to understand what is required to
organise, budget and deliver big events, as well
as having the opportunity to take part in these
events as part of our academy sports teams.

Students are supported to ensure that they attain the best possible outcomes in line with their peers all
around the country. Students are encouraged to reflect on their own practice as well as being guided
into the options available beyond their academy life. It is important that students have all of the tools
required to succeed in life. All students will receive a personalised package of support which includes
all the areas they may require to IMPROVE and achieve their potential. These include, Intervention,
Mentoring, Personalised support, Reflecting on current practice, having Other opportunities, learning
Valuable skills development and Engagement over the course of their journey at SUA.
As outcomes at SUA are continually improving, so are the number of students continuing into our
sixth form, SUA6. 70% of students from Year 11 continue their studies into SUA6 where they receive
the support needed to ensure they can thrive. Students leave SUA to move into higher education
establishments, begin apprenticeships or join the workplace. Students
from SUA can be found
DATA
03
continuing their studies all over the country including universites in Edinburgh,
Nottingham,
Birmingham and Glasgow.
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Transition

Mr R Porter

We know the transition to
secondary school can be a
daunting time for new students
and their families. We are
committed to easing that worry
as much as possible.

Head of Key Stage 3

Our robust transition programme ensures all students join us with a level of confidence which enables
them to seamlessly join our academy community from day one.
We believe that many of the worries and concerns of students (and parents!) when making the
transition to secondary school can be alleviated through targeted and effective transition work. We
have developed an extensive programme of events which allows us to get to know all of our students,
and their respective needs, through regular communication with their primary schools and the teachers
that know them best. We are committed to making the transition from primary school to SUA as worry
and stress free as possible and we are confident your children will feel welcome from the moment they
enter the academy on their first day.
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Summer Academy

Academy Visits

Transition Days

A great opportunity for new
students to get to know the
academy, their new classmates
and teachers. With engaging
lessons and a range of
enrichment opportunities; not
to be missed!

Not only do we get to meet
new students early in Year 6, we
get to know them personally,
through discussions with their
current teachers, finding out
what works for them.

A number of days before the
end of the academic year during
which our new students will get
their first taste of life at SUA.
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Student Support

The Curriculum
At SUA we aim to give our students the greatest teaching and learning experience. Lessons are planned
to be thought-provoking and generate curiosity and inspiration. Students are taught to achieve the
highest degree of knowledge and skills and are encouraged to demonstrate this to a sophisticated level.
Our curriculum planning has five key priorities that focus on the learning, enjoyment and success of all
students.
In key stage 3 lessons will focus on teaching through mastery and will be challenging for all students.
Learners in Years 7, 8 and 9 should leave mentally exhausted through the passion that has been
bestowed upon them from our teaching. During key stage 4 students enter the qualifications phase of
their learning; throughout Year 10 and 11 students are given opportunities to deepen their thinking with
a series of application tasks and challenging activities to match the rigour required of them for their
exams. At SUA we are relentlessly focused on making our students lifelong learners.

Developing
Resilience

Tailored
Individual
Support

Evidence Informed
Interventions

Our curriculum model is both ambitious and supportive and
firmly rooted in evidence and best practice from around the
world. We know our curriculum offers our students exposure to
skills and knowledge that will prepare them for life’s challenges.

Support for those children with additional needs is offered to students through the academy’s
Progress Centre where a number of interventions take place to support students with their literacy,
numeracy and social needs. SUA offers exceptional links to outside support agencies for our students,
their families and the wider community through our commitment to meeting the needs of all of our
students. SUA also has a fully qualified team of Mental Health first aiders as well as commissioning
professional counselling services through MIND to ensure that students welfare and wellbeing is at the
forefront of everything we do. A healthy Team SUA is a high performing Team SUA!
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CHARACTE R
At Staffordshire University Academy we aim to nurture all students to ensure they are happy and
confident learners. Through an environment that provides inclusive learning opportunities for all; they
can achieve their personal best and aspire to be successful in the future.
Students will learn to be reflective and be taught the importance of respect and tolerance for others.
Young adults leaving SUA will contribute positively to the local community and be fully prepared for life
in modern Britain.

ACTIVE

EMOTIONAL

Physical activity plays an
essential role in people’s
lives and is also an important
factor in helping students stay
focussed and engaged in their
learning

We understand the emotional
turbulence that all young people
go through and we support
them on this journey with a
range of strategies

CITIZENSHIP

RELATIONSHIPS

Now, more than ever, we must
teach the next generation what
it means to be an active citizen
and how to play their role in the
future

Our relationships, sex and health
education is delivered through
our CHARACTER programme

We will instil the fundamental values of democracy, freedom, a wider understanding of different
faiths and beliefs; celebrating diversity. Students will appreciate the clear link between rights and
responsibilities and know the difference between right and wrong.
Character Education is as an approach to developing a set of values, attitudes, skills and behaviours
that are support young people’s development and contribute to their success in school and in adult life.
These qualities include respect, leadership, motivation, resilience, self-control, self-confidence, social and
emotional skills, and communication skills (Education Endowment Foundation, 2016).
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CAREERS

ASPIRATIONS

Outstanding careers advice
and guidance recognised
by the Quality in Careers
Mark; a national qualification
acknowledging schools offering
the best provision supported
through the curriculum

We teach our students the
importance of responsibility
and help them to become
responsible citizens

HEALTH

RESPONSIBILITY

Teaching our students how to
live healthy lives by making
informed choices about their
diet, exercise and recreational
choices

Our students dreams’ and
aspirations are regularly
discussed and utilised to
ensure our curriculum offer and
enrichment opportunities offer
them the best chance to realise
these

TOLERANCE
By teaching our students about
different cultures, faiths and
religions we promote tolerance
and respect
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English

KS3

KS4

KS5

Curiosity and discovery!
You will enjoy sci-fi, poetry
and modern drama

Challenging content, new
ideas and independent
learning prepares you for
your GCSE language and
literature qualifications

Autonomous learning
and academic excellence
underpins your A-Level study
with challenging texts and
linguistic analysis

The English department is dedicated to nurturing curious minds and fostering a love of all things
literary! Our aim from Year 7 through to Year 13 is to explore a wide range of texts that not only engages
our students’ minds but which also prepares them for the wider world. We have tailored the curriculum
to build on their prior learning, promote deep thinking and ensure swift progress in key skills. Students
will study exciting texts such as Frankenstein, Othello, Animal Farm, Blood Brothers, non-fiction texts
and poetry all with a view to developing their appreciation of their literary heritage and facilitating keen,
independent life long learners.
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“Pupils benefit from
the strong pastoral
care provided by staff”
Ofsted
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Maths

KS3

KS4

KS5

Students will develop the
Increasing challenge to
Delving into the
skills and fundamental
ensure our students have
mechanics of
building blocks needed
the mathematical skills
mathematics and
to succeed in maths
needed to succeed in their developing an extensive
GCSEs and in daily life
knowledge of the subject

“Leaders place pupils’
personal development at
the centre of learning”
Ofsted
22

Our curriculum aims to not only develop fluency in the fundamentals of mathematics through a focus
on a deeper understanding of topics, but also strives to foster an enduring passion for mathematics.
Lessons are taught using a mastery approach to learning, with many skills introduced with the use of
concrete apparatus to aid fluency in answering questions. Students’ skills are developed to ensure they
are fluent in the language of maths and their learning is extended to gain confidence with reasoning
and solving problems through the application of their mathematical knowledge.
The progress of all students is paramount to staff and we offer a variety of intervention programmes in
order help every student achieve their full potential. We deliver a wide range of exciting extracurricular
activities that enable students to further engage in mathematical interests, including UK wide maths
competitions, in-house challenges and maths clubs. We also offer a homework club in which students
can complete their homework or obtain extra help and tuition.
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Science

KS3

KS4

KS5

At SUA we learn the
fundamentals of science
through a thematic
approach

Separate sciences
studied by all to
maximise opportunities
for our students

We use both A-Levels
and vocational subjects
to allow students to
access their next steps

The science curriculum provides students with the foundations to understand the inner workings of our
world using scientific processes and concepts from all fields of endeavour. We provide the opportunity
for students to explore a number of pathways suited to the ability of individual students. There is an
emphasis on developing both scientific enquiry skills and practical skills and students are encouraged
to consider the links between concepts learnt in the classroom and their everyday life. A wide variety
of extracurricular opportunities are available for all year groups to enable students to explore scientific
themes in different contexts.
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“Leaders have created a
curriculum so that pupils
learn in a broad range of
subjects.” Ofsted
25

Humanities

“Staff know their pupils
well and make sure that
they have many valuable
opportunities to learn
beyond the classroom”
Ofsted
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KS3

KS4

KS5

Giving students a sense
of awe and wonder
about the world and its
inhabitants

Adding a depth of
knowledge to the
questions students
have about the world’s
identity

KS5 is about the symbiosis
of all of the subjects within
humanities and gaining
the wider context needed
for further academic study

In the humanities faculty students engage in an exciting range of subjects which work together to
broaden their minds and horizons. In history they will delve into the past and learn how events that
happened hundreds of years ago have shaped the world that we live in today. Students will learn
the culture of the French and Spanish people and be able to read, write and speak the languages. In
geography they will investigate how and why the world changes around them, and in RE students will
discuss peoples’ beliefs and why equality is so important. The humanities curriculum is designed to
encourage students’ curiosity into the world’s identity and how that identity is formed.
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Creative Studies

KS3

KS4

KS5

Weekly lessons covering
a vast array of topics that
challenge perceptions
and encourage unique
thinking

Delving deep into
your chosen subject to
enhance knowledge and
develop future career
skills

Increased ownership of
learning allows you to
exhibit creativity and
deepen forms of human
expression

Creative Studies at SUA offers a broad and comprehensive curriculum that enriches our students and
encourages them to delve into their curious minds ensuring they strive to become lifelong learners.
Through art, catering, DT, drama and music, students observe, select and interpret imagination to
comprehend the world and find their unique ‘voice’. Offering outstanding practical spaces and
equipment, such as a full iMac computer suite, our students are encouraged to further their aspirations
both nationally and internationally during their 7-year journey with us.
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“Relationships
between students
and teachers
are respectful
and purposeful”
Ofsted
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Sport and
Vocational Studies

“There is a variety
of extra-curricular
opportunities, trips
and visits, which pupils
enjoy” Ofsted
30

KS3

KS4

KS5

Core PE lessons taught
through the Head, Heart,
and Hands pathways. One
additional hour of football
coaching in Year 7 delivered
through our Hednesford
Sport Education programme

Core PE lessons to promote
enjoyment, development
of transferable skills and a
love of healthy active living
as well as qualifications in
sport, business and health

Theory underpins your
Level 3 studies of sport,
business and health,
developing an in-depth
knowledge of the different
disciplines

Sport and vocational studies at SUA are committed to inspiring, motivating and challenging our
students into becoming curious and independent learners. Our curriculum provides our students
with a structured, progressive and cohesive learning experience which embeds the knowledge and
understanding needed whilst also promoting health, wellbeing and their development. We promote
enjoyment through a rich and varied programme of sports and physical activities as well as vocational
subjects such as business studies and health and social care. Students develop transferable skills to
achieve well in sport, at the academy, through to employment and providing a love of healthy active
living that will last a lifetime.
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SUA6

Support

Enrichment

Sport

Through our dedicated
Post-16 academic mentor

With visits, speakers and
‘The Great Conversation’

All students are offered
professional sports
coaching

Our rapidly expanding sixth form offers a broad range of subjects in both vocational and academic
subjects. Expert teaching and learning, coupled with extensive support means our students leave our
sixth form with the skills, qualities and qualifications needed to take their next step, whether that is
university, further training or employment. Our sixth form centre, with newly created study spaces,
gives SUA6 students their own space in the academy to study and work collaboratively with their peers.
Furthermore, all students are given the opportunity to join our Post-16 football education programme
and benefit from UEFA B qualified coaching sessions and tailored fitness programmes. All students
will also take part in an extensive enrichment programme designed to meet their needs including a
number of visits, external speakers and opportunities to build an impressive portfolio of experiences.
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“Here at SUA, our
students have a seven
year journey, which
begins in Year 7 and
ends with SUA6 ”
Dr Silcock - Head of SUA6
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Student Leadership

Extracurricular Activities

2021/22 Year 7 to Year 11 Academy Council representatives

Elections take place each year for the Academy Council who are active in contributing to academy
life. Student voice is taken seriously here at the academy and is regularly gathered on issues such as;
teaching and learning; food served in the canteen; uniform and charitable endeavours. Events that raise
money for charities occur throughout each year: Children in Need, Macmillan coffee mornings, Comic
Relief, Sports Relief and a summer fair are just a few examples. Students also nominate additional
charities through the Academy Council and collections are made allowing Team SUA to all participate
taking pride in our local community and supporting a vast range of charities.

A range of activities are available to students across the year groups ranging from sports, music, drama,
STEM, languages and homework clubs. All of these enrich a constantly busy weekly schedule and
students are welcome to involve themselves in as much as possible. During the autumn term each
year, work begins on the academy show: a much-anticipated highlight of the calendar. Students are
kept informed of activities available via published half termly timetables, posters, form group messages,
assemblies and through the academy website. A breakfast club runs daily from 8am offering breakfast,
activities and support to students of all ages. Alongside an already busy week, most of our departments
also offer booster sessions for additional support opportunities for students.

Students have participated in local arts projects and a local history project with a well-known, famous
historian. Sixth form students undertake dementia friendly training and also participate in international
visits to Auschwitz. Each year students represent the academy at local events and host a Christmas
party for our local senior citizens. All of these activities contribute to the development of pride; being
proud to be part of the SUA community, ensuring thoughtfulness and RESPECT are understood by all.
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The Academy Day
Academy day

Key Stage 3

Key Stage 4 and Key Stage 5

timings

(Y7, Y8 and Y9)

(Y10, Y11 and SUA6)

8.00 – 8.45

Breakfast Club

8:45 - 9:45

Period 1

9:45 - 10:45

Period 2

10:45 - 11:05

Break - Canteen, Canopies

Tutor/Assembly

11:05 - 11:25

Tutor/Assembly

Break - Canteen, Canopies

11:25 - 12:25

Period 3

12:25 - 13:25

Period 4

13:25 - 13:55

Lunch – Canteen, Hall, Canopies

13:55 - 14:55

Period 5

14:55 - 15:55

Period 6 Tuition, Intervention, Homework Clubs and Extracurricular Activities

Food at SUA
Students can choose from a wide range of food choices each day through our canteen at both
breaktime and lunchtime. Students can have a hot meal, or choose something from our ‘grab-and-go’
hot counter offering choices such as baguettes and pastries. The team from Chartwells work hard to
tailor the menus to ensure they are nutritionally balanced and wholesome.
Those students entitled to free school meals will be able to get a full hot meal along with a drink and
dessert each day. Information about menu choices are available on our wesite. Families are asked to use
ParentPay to purchase their childrens’ meals.
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“Bullying is rare, pupils
feel safe and secure”
Ofsted
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Parental Communication

Why here? Why now?

We are strong believers in the power of an effective partnership
between the academy and home, and as such, we have extensive
communication with our families. As well as regular calls from
form tutors, parents and carers can expect to be kept updated of
all the developments at the academy through our highly active
social media channels and our two parental apps: SchoolComms
and Class Charts.

We are committed to offering our students the best possible life
chances.
Staffordshire University Academy has transformed over the past few years. We are an academy that
places every student, your child, at the centre of everything we do. Team SUA offers students a broad
and far-reaching curriculum. Students enjoy attending SUA and flourish under our excellent pastoral
system, which focuses on developing their character and ability to become lifelong learners. We are
proud of the partnerships that we have with: our sponsor Staffordshire University; The Birmingham
Repertory Theatre; the NHS and a newly created link with Aston Villa Football Academy. Excitingly, we
have launched the Hednesford Sport Education programme this year which offers our students, across
all year groups, the chance to train with UEFA B football coaches.
We have truly entered a new era here at SUA, if you would like to be part of our exciting journey, please
come along and see us in action.

Class Charts
Receive real-time updates of your child’s rewards
points and get a regular peak into the amazing
things we have going on at the academy every
day. We know how important it is for families to be
kept informed of their child’s progress and we are
confident you will be pleased with what we offer.

Curriculum

Personal
Development

An innovative and balanced
curriculum that celebrates
the arts and ensures students
have a broad and far-reaching
experience whilst at the
academy.

A unique CHARACTER
curriculum and robust pastoral
system to ensure every student
is given the support they need,
developing well-rounded and
happy individuals.

Partnerships

Free Uniform

Well established partnerships
benefiting all students,
including an artist in residence
from The Rep Theatre and the
Hednesford Sport Education
football programme.

A free blazer, tie and skirt for all
new students to the academy as
we appreciate that this is often
an expensive time for families.

ParentPay
As with many schools we use the ParentPay
system for purchases through the academy – this
includes food, visits or equipment. If you already
have an account, you can simply transfer your
child to SUA with ParentPay and continue using
this as you already have done. If you do not have
an account, we can support in setting this up
when your child starts here with us.
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The journey continues with:

Staffordshire University Academy
Marston Road
Hednesford
Cannock
WS12 4JH
Email:

info@suacademy.co.uk

Telephone:

01543 224700

